Reference: C.N.409.1999.TREATIES-1 (Depositary Notification)

AGREEMENT CONCERNING THE ADOPTION OF UNIFORM TECHNICAL PRESCRIPTIONS FOR WHEELED VEHICLES, EQUIPMENT AND PARTS WHICH CAN BE FITTED AND/OR BE USED ON WHEELED VEHICLES AND THE CONDITIONS FOR RECIPROCAL RECOGNITION OF APPROVALS GRANTED ON THE BASIS OF THESE PRESCRIPTIONS.
GENEVA, 20 MARCH 1958

MODIFICATIONS TO REGULATION NO. 107. UNIFORM PROVISIONS CONCERNING THE APPROVAL OF DOUBLE-DECK LARGE PASSENGER VEHICLES WITH REGARD TO THEIR GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
9 JUNE 1999

The Secretary-General of the United Nations, acting in his capacity as depositary, communicates the following:

At its tenth session, the Administrative Committee of the above Agreement adopted certain drafting modifications to the authentic English and French texts of Regulation No. 107.

..... Attached is a copy of the corresponding procès-verbal, together with the text of the modifications concerned.

9 June 1999
Paragraph 5.2.2.7., correct to read:

“5.2.2.7. in vehicles of Class II, the area in which standing is not allowed.”

Paragraphe 5.2.2.7., modifier comme suit :

“5.2.2.7. dans les véhicules de la classe II, la partie dans laquelle il n’est pas permis de voyager debout.”
AGREEMENT CONCERNING THE ADOPTION OF
UNIFORM TECHNICAL PRESCRIPTIONS FOR
WHEELED VEHICLES, EQUIPMENT AND PARTS
WHICH CAN BE FITTED AND/OR BE USED ON
WHEELED VEHICLES AND THE CONDITIONS
FOR RECIPROCAL RECOGNITION OF
APPROVALS GRANTED ON THE BASIS OF
THESE PRESCRIPTIONS
DONE AT GENEVA ON 20 MARCH 1958

PROCÈS-VERBAL CONCERNING CERTAIN
MODIFICATIONS TO REGULATION NO. 107
ANNEXED TO THE AGREEMENT

THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED
NATIONS, acting in his capacity as
depository of the Agreement
concerning the Adoption of Uniform
Technical Prescriptions for Wheeled
Vehicles, Equipment and Parts which
can be fitted and/or be used on
Wheeled Vehicles and the Conditions
for Reciprocal Recognition of
Approvals Granted on the Basis of
These Prescriptions, done at Geneva
on 20 March 1958,

WHEREAS the Administrative
Committee of the Agreement at its
tenth session adopted certain
modifications to Regulation No. 107
(“Uniform provisions concerning the
approval of double-deck large
passenger vehicles with regard to
their general construction”)
(TRANS/WP.29/661),

HAS CAUSED the said modifications,
listed in the annex to this procès-
verbal, to be effected in the
authentic English and French texts of
Regulation No. 107.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I,
Hans Corell, Under-Secretary-General,
the Legal Counsel, have signed this
Procès-verbal.

Done at the Headquarters of the
United Nations, New York, on

Hans Corell